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Abstract—Three-dimensional (3D) video processing has high
computation requirements and multi-core processors realized in
3D integrated circuits (ICs) provide promising high performance
computing platforms. However, the conventional approaches to
accelerate the computations involved in 3D video processing
do not exploit the high performance potential of 3D ICs. In
this paper, we propose an application-driven methodology that
performs efficient mapping of 3D video applications’ components
on 3D multi-cores to achieve high performance (throughput). The
methodology involves extensive application analysis to exploit the
spatial and temporal correlation available in 3D-neighborhood.
Afterwards, it leverages the correlation and thermal properties
of different 3D-views to perform an efficient mapping of 3D video
processing on cores available at different layers of 3D IC. The
goal is to optimize energy consumption and peak temperature
while meeting the throughput requirement. Experiments show
76% reduction in communication energy along with reduction
in peak temperature when compared to approaches exploiting
architecture characteristics only.
Index Terms—3D Multi-core, 3D Video, Synchronous Dataflow,
design-time analysis, thermal-aware mapping, throughput, interconnect energy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional (3D) video services are envisaged to play
an important role towards enhancing the future of several
industries such as consumer/entertainment, security, medical
imaging and communication. The advancement in 3D video
technologies [1] and emerging users’ sensation for true 3Dreality have evolved new application domains like Threedimensional Television (3DTV), 3D-surveillance [2], and 3D
video recording on next-generation mobile devices [3]. Recent
devices released for 3D recording use two views1 [4], [5].
However, an increase in the number of views is expected for
such upcoming devices to fulfill the emerging market needs.
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To address the processing challenges with increased number
of views in 3D video encoding, Multiview Video Coding
(MVC) [6] standard was devised a couple of years ago.
MVC provides up to 50% bitrate reduction (compression)
compared to independent coding of different views using
state-of-the-art H.264 video coding standard. This is achieved
by exploiting temporal and inter-view correlation through
multiple block-sized Motion and Disparity Estimation (ME,
DE) that in turn significantly increases the computational
complexity. The complexity and workload of ME/DE highly
depends upon the application specific properties like, picture
prediction structure2 , correlation between frames/pictures3 ,
and motion/disparity contents in the video sequences.
Several efforts have been made to accelerate the ME and
DE computation process in order to achieve high throughput.
These efforts use either fast ME/DE algorithms [7]–[9] or
hardware acceleration [10], [11]. Although these state-of-theart ME/DE algorithms and hardware accelerations provide
significant computation reduction, they do not exploit full
potential of 3D-neighborhood correlation available in spatial
and temporal domains. Further, they target 2D architectures
and simply extending them for 3D multi-core architectures to
accelerate the computations leads to increased complexity and
inefficiency due to significantly different thermal behavior of
3D ICs.
3D integrated circuits (ICs) provide attractive possibilities to
implement multi-core systems and are regarded as promising
future high performance computing platforms. In 3D ICs,
multiple logic layers are stacked vertically and the layers
are connected by Through Silicon Vias (TSVs). Such ICs
alleviate performance bottleneck problems incurred due to
on-chip interconnects that do not scale in proportion to the
process technology [12], and are considered as one of the
most promising solutions to surmount the interconnect scaling
problem [13]. Further, vertical stacking reduces the die size
and wire lengths, which results in several advantages such as
reduced production costs, communication delays and energies
[14]. Thus, 3D multi-cores achieve higher performance and
lower power consumption when compared to the traditional
2D counterparts [15], [16], and can be considered as potential
1 Video

sequences captured using different cameras.
prediction structure defines the direction (i.e. previous or future picture)
of finding the best match (i.e. the most correlated prediction block) in the
search process.
3 frames and pictures are interchangeably used for the same thing.
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A. Motivational Example
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Fig. 1: Exploiting 3D-neighborhood characteristics to map 3D
video on 3D multi-core.
computing platforms for complex 3D video processing (encoding).
The communication infrastructure to support communications amongst the various cores in a 3D multi-core is generally
considered as network-on-chip (NoC) due to its scalability and
high performance [17]–[19]. On-chip interconnection network
consumes a significant portion of the entire chip power [20].
However, this portion might vary amongst chip architectures
and applications running on them. For example, in Intel’s 80core teraflops processor [20], the network (routers and links)
consumes 28% of the total power while operating at 4 GHz,
and this ratio increases to 39% at the maximum operating
frequency of 5 GHz. Intel’s latest 48-core chip uses advanced
power management technique, but the network still consumes
10% of the total chip power [21]. For video processing,
the network power might become quite significant as the
application components normally have high communication
overhead to stream the data amongst them. Therefore, it is
of significant importance to reduce the communication overhead for streaming applications, which will lead to reduced
communication time and energy.
In 3D multi-cores, vertically aligned cores of different
layers are connected using TSVs, which are shorter than
the horizontal links [17]. The reduced interconnect distance
between vertically aligned cores leads to smaller resistance
and capacitance. Further, due to the reduced interconnect
distance, vertical interconnects consume much less energy than
horizontal links when transmitting the same amount of data
[18]. This facilitates allocating heavily communicating tasks
on the vertically aligned cores, i.e. in the same core stack to
save the communication time and energy. However, TSVs are
drilled through the device of each layer by special techniques
and are costly to fabricate. In case of large number of TSVs,
the cost of the 3D chip will increase. Further, TSV diameters
and pitches are quite large as compared to sizes of regular
metal wires. Diameters and pitches are usually around 5-10µm
and 10-20µm, respectively [22]. So, the number of TSVs will
affect the overall chip areas. Therefore, the number of TSVs
needs to be controlled during the chip design although they
provide increased routing and other benefits. Further, placing
active tasks within the same stack increases power density,
which may result in serious thermal issues as high temperature
affects performance, reliability and lifetime of the system [23].
Therefore, thermal measures are required while accelerating
3D video processing on a 3D multi-core.

A motivational example to map a 3D video with two views
(V0 and V1) on a 3D multi-core with three layers is presented
in Fig. 1. Each view contains a group of pictures, and spatial
(within a video frame), temporal (between frames) and interview (between views) correlations exist in 3D-neighborhood.
Further, prediction of some of the frames involves heavy
computation. Such frames are characterized as hot frames.
For performing thermal and performance aware mapping,
compute intensive (hot) components (views, frames) can be
placed on layers close to the heat sink (i.e. on the coolest
layer) to achieve a good and balanced thermal profile. For
example, in Fig. 1, hot frames T0 and T8 of view V0 can be
mapped on the cores of the coolest layer Layer0. Moreover, the
highly correlated components on adjacent layers (or close to
each other) to minimize the communication overhead towards
achieving high performance and low energy consumption.
For example, correlated frames T1 and T2 of view V0 can
be mapped on cores stacked on top of each other and located in the adjacent layers Layer0 and Layer1. However, a
straightforward assignment will not lead to good results due
to the inter-view (frame) dependencies. Therefore, there is
a need to balance between computation and communication
(correlation) induced thermal effects.
In short, there is a need to devise a methodology that should
first analyze the 3D video processing to identify certain characteristics from 3D multi-core point of view, and then perform
mapping by taking application and platform characteristics
into account while optimizing for energy consumption and
peak temperature.
B. Our Novel Contributions
This paper addresses shortcomings of existing approaches to
perform 3D video processing on 3D multi-cores by providing
the following contributions:
1) An analysis strategy to analyze 3D video processing flow
in order to extract the characteristics such as hot/cold
and correlated views/frames.
2) A mapping strategy to map 3D video processing on
3D multi-core by jointly taking the application and
platform characteristics into account towards achieving
high performance, thermal balance and energy savings.
Open-source contribution:
• Deriving throughput-constrained Synchronous Dataflow
Graph (SDFG) [24] representation of 3D video processing in order to facilitate easier analysis and mapping on
3D multi-core. This also enables open-sourcing of 3D
video SDFG. We will make it available online for the
community for future research and fair comparisons.
In analysis, the tasks of transformed 3D video as SDFG
having long and short computation times are identified as hot
and cold tasks (frames) respectively, and (highly) communicating tasks are identified as (highly) correlated tasks (frames).
Dependency between tasks (frames) of different views defines
correlation between the views. The mapping strategy systematically maps hot, cold and correlated frames on 3D multi-core
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architecture while satisfying the throughput requirement. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses
mapping of throughput-constrained 3D video processing on
3D multi-core to jointly exploit the characteristics of 3D video
and 3D multi-core.
Organization: The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. Section II reviews the literature in the direction of 3D
video processing acceleration and application mapping on 3D
multi-cores. Section III introduces system model and problem
definition. Section IV presents the proposed mapping methodology. The experimental results to evaluate our methodology
are presented in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
State-of-the-art efforts to speed up ME/DE computations
in 3D video processing employ fast algorithms or hardware
accelerations. The fast algorithms in [7] and [8] employ
variable search range based on disparity maps and cameras
geometry, respectively. In [9] and [25], a fast prediction (ME
or DE) based on blocks motion intensity and complete DE
is proposed. The view-temporal correlation and inter-view
correlation have been exploited in [26] and [27] respectively
in order to reduce the computational complexity. In [28],
algorithm and architecture for disparity estimation with minicensus adaptive support is proposed. The hardware designs
of ME/DE are also proposed [10], [11]. Although state-ofthe-art ME/DE algorithms and hardware accelerations provide
significant computation reduction, they do not exploit full
potential of 3D-neighborhood correlation available in spatial
and temporal domains. Further, they target 2D architectures
and several thermal optimization approaches exit for them
[29], [30], but simply extending them for 3D multi-core
architectures leads to increased complexity and inefficiency
due to significantly different thermal behavior of 3D ICs.
Thermal-aware application mapping and scheduling on 3D
multi-cores is a well-studied topic [14], [23], [31]–[35]. These
approaches perform optimizations at design-time or run-time
while trying to minimize hotspots and thermal gradients (spatial, temporal or both).
Run-time approaches generally try to measure or estimate
the current temperature distribution in the chip, and take
actions based on that in order to minimize hotspots and
thermal gradients (spatial, temporal or both). Zhu et al.
[36] exploit workload power characteristics and processor
core thermal characteristics for efficient thermal management.
Coskun et al. [32] reviewed several dynamic mechanisms such
as temperature-triggered Dynamic Voltage/Frequency Scaling
(DVFS), clock gating and hot task migration, and proposed
a run-time task assignment algorithm that takes the thermal
history of cores into account. In [37], [38], concept of thermal
herding has been used, where the most frequently switched
activity or hot jobs are assigned to the cores close to the
heat sink and cool jobs to the cores far from the heat sink.
A thermal-aware operating system (OS) level scheduler for
3D multi-cores is proposed in [23]. Kang et al. [39] reviewed
the work of [23] and introduced peak power and temperature
constraints. These methods share the goal of minimizing the
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peak temperature and thermal gradients without sacrificing
performance too much. However, effect of inter-task communication is not taken into account. Since NoC can dissipate a
substantial part of the power budget, which depends upon the
network traffic [33], interconnect utilization (energy) should
also be taken into account, which has not been considered in
most of the aforementioned works.
Design-time mapping approaches aim at finding a thermalaware mapping by using a model of the physical chip, or
by using general knowledge about the thermal behaviour of
3D ICs. In [33], both temperature and communication load
are considered, and a genetic algorithm is used to generate
static mappings. The design-time mechanisms considering
throughput constraint are reported in [34], [35], but they cannot
provide efficient mapping solutions for 3D video processing
as application characteristics (e.g. hot/cold and correlated
frames) cannot be exploited. To summarize, existing mapping
approaches perform either application aware mapping by exploiting application characteristics or platform-aware mapping
by exploiting platform characteristics.
In contrast to the above strategies, our approach performs
thermal-aware mapping of throughput-constraint 3D video
processing on 3D multi-cores by exploiting both 3D video
(application) and 3D architecture (platform) characteristics.
Additionally, our approach considers the effect of TSVs on
temperature distribution and power dissipation, and minimizes
the communication energy. In case of multiple applications to
be mapped and executed concurrently while sharing the system
resources, all the tasks can be considered in the mapping
process. However, this will need to consider all the possible
use-cases (scenarios), where each use-case represent a set
of concurrently running applications. The number of usecases increases exponentially with the number of applications.
Further, for each use-case, composability analysis needs to
be employed to ensure that near optimal mapping has been
achieved for each application in order to satisfy the throughput
constraints. To avoid evaluation for huge number of usecases and their composibility analysis, the applications can
be mapped and executed one after another without sharing
resources. Further, in case 3D multi-core platform is complex,
i.e. contains large number of cores, multiple applications can
be mapped and executed concurrently. Towards this, a set of
cores can be reserved for each application at design-time so
that different applications can be mapped and executed into
disjoint regions.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. 3D Multi-core Architecture and 3D IC Model
The 3D multi-core is modeled as a regular 3D mesh of
homogeneous cores connected by a Network-on-Chip (NoC),
as depicted in Fig. 2. For the NoC, similar to [14], a hybrid
NoC-Bus design is considered, which consists of a regular
NoC in the horizontal plane and a multi-drop shared bus
(TSVs) to connect the cores within the same stack. Thus,
one vertical pillar of TSVs is used for a set of routers that
are aligned vertically and cores within the same stack are
accessed in a single hop [40]. TSVs are of shorter length
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B. 3D Video Application Model

Fig. 2: Example 3D multi-core architecture.

than that of the horizontal links (tens verses thousands of
micrometers [14]) and thus they often provide faster and more
energy efficient communication than horizontal links [12]–
[15], [17], [18]. For communicating amongst vertically aligned
cores, the same number of cycles are required (accessed in
a single hop [40]) as they are connected by the multi-drop
shared bus. In contrast, communication among cores situated
in the horizontal plane requires different number of cycles
depending upon the hop distance between cores [41]. The core
may contain a processing element (PE), for example ARM
processor, and local memory (M). The architecture (platform)
is represented as a directed graph P G = (C, V ), where C is
the set of cores and V represents the connections amongst the
cores. Each core has active power pa and idle power pi.
For 3D IC, 3D grid model available in the HotSpot thermal
simulator has been employed [42]. The application tasks are
executed on cores and the execution is tracked at core level.
The power dissipated in each core is distributed over the
blocks (e.g. processor, memory, router) based on an intracore power distribution. An example distribution case for a
core executing a high instruction level parallelism (ILP) task
with low memory traffic is given as 80% power dissipated
in the processor block, 10% in the router block, and 10%
in the memory. We also have considered similar fine-grained
power distribution. This way we can achieve power dissipation
in every block. Further, within each considered core, the
processor block occupies a significant portion of the total area
and dissipates maximum portion of the total core power as
mentioned above. Thus, the processor block has maximum
power density in terms of power value per area and its
temperature determines the peak temperature. To achieve more
fine grain power distribution, power consumption in different
parts of the processor, e.g. registers, arithmetic logic unit
(ALU), etc. can also be considered, but this is orthogonal
to our focus, which is at core level. To consider the thermal
effect of TSVs, their size, position and material properties are
specified in the 3D IC model [42]. The HotSpot simulator is
extended to take TSVs into account, where thermal properties
(conductance and heat capacity) of grid cells containing TSV
material are changed based on grid cell volume occupied by
TSV material.

The MVC prediction structure used to perform 3D video
processing is employed from [11] and presented in Fig. 3(a).
The structure is based on four views (V0 to V3 ). MVC uses ME
and DE tools to eliminate the temporal and view redundancies
between frames, respectively. In Fig. 3(a), I frames are intrapredicted frames (i.e., no ME/DE is used), some frames use
unidirectional prediction or estimation (e.g., 2’, 2, 6’, 6 as
shown in Fig. 3(a)), and rest of the frames use bidirectional
prediction with reference frames in at least two directions.
The arrows represent prediction directions and frames at the
tail side are reference frames to the frames at arrowheads. To
facilitate for access points, the video sequence is segmented
in Groups of Pictures (GOPs), where frames at borders are
known as Anchor frames that are encoded with no reference
to the previous GOP and others are known as Non-Anchor
frames.
The MVC prediction structure has been derived to equivalent SDFG, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The SDFG model is
represented as a directed graph AG = (T, E), where T is the
set of nodes modeling tasks of the application and E is the set
of directed edges modeling dependencies amongst the tasks.
The nodes of an SDFG are also referred to as actors. Each
actor represents a frame in the corresponding MVC structure.
The execution time of actors (equivalent to ME/DE prediction
overheads of frames) and required communication parameters
for edges (amount of data required for ME/DE predictions as
number of tokens and their size T okSize[edge]) are set by
analyzing the execution behavior of MVC (Fig. 3(a)) towards
achieving the same execution behavior of equivalent SDFG
model (Fig. 3(b)). Some reference data for two views (View0
and View3) of Ballroom video sequence is shown in Fig. 3(c).
For different frames (actors) to be predicted (Pred.) in a view,
one or multiple frames from the same or other views are
used as reference (Ref.) frames. For example, frame C uses
frames I and A as reference frames. The amount of transferred
data (bytes) required from various frames to predict a frame
are provided in the last column. These data values determine
volume of data on the edges and computation time of an
actor. The shown data values are for the worst-case prediction
(involving maximum prediction to encounter fluctuations in
the data) and using computation times according to the same
helps to model the worst-case behavior of the 3D video
processing. The 3D video processing is also characterized by
throughput constraint Γ and the same has been incorporated
in the SDFG model.

C. Energy Consumption Model
Communication energy between the communicating cores
ci and cj (required to predict the current frame by reference
frames) depends upon data volume data(ci , cj ) and energy
required to transfer one bit of data Ebit (ci , cj ) between the
cores. Ebit (ci , cj ) depends upon the energy required for horizontal and vertical links traversal and the energy consumed in
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Fig. 3: 3D video processing with four views and equivalent SDF graph model.

routers between cores ci and cj , and is computed as follows.
horizontal
Ebit (ci , cj ) = (Ebit
× horizontalhops (ci , cj ))
vertical
+(Ebit
× verticalhops (ci , cj ))
router
+(Ebit

(1)

× nrRouters(ci , cj ))

horizontal
vertical
In Equation 1, Ebit
and Ebit
are the energy
required to transfer one bit per hop in the horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively. horizontalhops (ci , cj ) and
verticalhops (ci , cj ) are the number of hops between cores ci
and cj in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
router
Ebit
is energy consumed in a router and nrRouters(ci , cj )
is the number of routers between cores ci and cj .
horizontal
vertical
router
The values of Ebit
, Ebit
, and Ebit
are
derived for the 90-nm process technology node (details is
Experimental Setup (Section V-A). The router is composed of
input FIFO buffers, a fully connected crossbar and an arbiter.
At the input, a 3-place FIFO buffer is used. To aggregate the
inputs to the outputs, a 6×6 full connected crossbar (one extra
port to connect to the vertical multi-drop shared bus) with
multiplexers is used. The arbitration of the router occurs at
granularity of words and the routing follows source routing,
i.e., path information from source to destination is contained
in the header. The details of the router design are available in
router
[43]. The derived value of Ebit
takes such router structure
into account.
The communication energy Ecomm is estimated by summing over all communicating task pairs (edges).
X
Ecomm =
data(ci , cj ) × Ebit (ci , cj ) (2)
∀comm−cores

Computation energy required to process all the actors
(ME/DE computations) is estimated as follows.
X
Ecomp =
aExecT ime × pa
(3)
∀a∈T

where aExecT ime is execution time of actor a and pa is the
active power dissipation of core executing actor a.
Total energy consumption is measured as sum of Ecomp
and Ecomm . The static energy consumption depends upon
the static (leakage) power consumption of the cores, which

is assumed as a fixed offset. In this paper, we purposely do
not account for the power-gating to stay orthogonal to other
low-power techniques, therefore, the leakage power will stay
constant throughout all of our experiments. Thus, to purely
show the impact of the proposed techniques, the results only
show the dynamic power consumption. Please note that, any
state-of-the-art power-gating technique can be employed in our
architecture after the mapping decisions are taken, i.e., powergating the idle cores. Further, since we consider homogeneous
architecture, the computation performed in any part of the
architecture will consume almost the same energy. Therefore,
the importance of the communication energy becomes the
primary focus for optimization/reduction.
D. Mapping Problem: 3D Video Processing on 3D Multi-core
Given SDFG model of a video sequence AG = (T, E)
with throughput constraint Γ and 3D multi-core architecture
P G = (C, V )
Find efficient actors to cores mapping to simultaneously optimize for peak temperature (P eakT emp) and communication
(interconnect) energy consumption (Ecomm )
P eakT emp × Ecomm

(4)

τ ≤Γ

(5)

subject to
where τ is the through obtained as a result of the actors to
cores mapping and Γ is the throughput constraint.
For a mapping, throughput computation and temperature estimation are in the orders of several milliseconds and seconds,
respectively. Therefore, evaluation of all the possible mappings
to identify the best mapping (in terms of peak temperature
and energy consumption while satisfying the throughput constraint) is expected to take several days. To overcome the
evaluation time bottleneck, heuristic based approaches relying
on various cost parameters pertaining to application and architecture characteristics need to be applied to identify an efficient
mapping rapidly. However, the identification and extraction of
the exact required application and architecture characteristics
is challenging specially for large problems such as 3D video.
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and
Fig.
5, respectively. The mapping flow first performs offline Analysis of the application and 3D architecture to identify their
characteristics that are used to identify efficient thermal-aware
mapping (Mapping Process). The offline analysis considers
worst-case computation and communication requirements (as
described in Section III-B) of 3D-video coding prediction
structures for different test video sequences provided by
the standardization committee. Such consideration facilitates
worst-case online behavior modeling of the 3D video processing. For the identified mapping for a video sequence, thermal
analysis is performed (Temperature Measurement) to identify
the temperature distribution across different components of
the 3D multi-core architecture. In order to perform online
video processing for a video sequence, its offline identified
mapping is used to configure the platform and then the
processing starts. The details of Offline Analysis, Mapping
Process, Temperature Measurement and Online Processing
steps are described subsequently.
A. Offline Application and Architecture Analysis
1) Application Analysis: The 3D video application analysis
is performed to identify hot, cold and correlated views and
frames (actors). Without loss of generality, let us consider
an example case where the 3D video processing application
contains 4 views and each view contains 9 actors (ME/DE
computations) (Fig. 3). Generally, the same objects in a 3D
scene are typically present in different views and motion
perceived in one view is directly related to that of the neighboring views [26]. Moreover, the disparity of one given object
perceived in two cameras (views) remains the same at various
time instances when just translational motion occurs [8] [26]
[27]. These observations indicate that there is a high correlation in the 3D-neighborhood that can be exploited during the
ME/DE computations. These observations are exploited to set
the ME/DE (actor) computation overheads and communication
overheads (correlation) between actors. The frames encoded
with high effort are referred to as hot frames (actors) and
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ALGORITHM 1: View Level Application Analysis
Input: SDFG model of 3D video.
Output: Criticality of views and their actors, correlation between
views.
for each view v in
P3D video do
weight[v] = ∀actors∈v ExecTime[actor];
criticality[v] = weight[v]/nrActors;
for each actor a in v do
criticality[v][a] = ExecTime[a];
end
Find connected views conn views with v;
for each view vconn in conn P
views do
correlation[v][vconn ] = ∀edges∈v→vconn TokSize[edge];
end
end

have high computation time, whereas cold actors have low
computation time. High communication overhead between
actors reflects high correlation between them and vice-versa.
We propose two approaches to extract the view and frame
level application characteristics to be used by the mapping
process.
View Level Analysis
The view level analysis (VLA) approach is presented in
Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes application model as input
and provides criticalities of views and correlation between
them. The criticality of actors within a view is also provided.
For each view in a 3D video, first, view weight (weight[v])
is computed, which determines hotness of the view. A view
having high weight is considered as a hot view. Then, the view
criticality (criticality[v]) is computed by dividing the view
weight by the number of actors in the view. The criticality
of an actor within a view is determined by its computation
overhead (execution time). Thereafter, correlation between
views is calculated by adding the token sizes (T okSize) of
each edge (representing data volume) present between the
views. The T okSize is extracted from the application model.
Frame Level Analysis
The frame level analysis (FLA) is performed in the similar way
as that of VLA, but criticalities and correlations are identified
at the frame levels. For the example 3D video in Fig. 3, there
are total 9 frames (T0 to T8 ) and each frame contains four
actors (e.g., C, O, I and U in frame T1 ). In this analysis, similar
steps as in Algorithm 1 are adopted and frame level processing
by considering frames and connected frames is performed to
calculate criticalities of frames, their actors and correlation
between frames.
The view and frame level analysis approaches extract application characteristics at two different granularities. Based
on suitable scenarios, one can provide better characteristics
than other to facilitate for efficient mapping. The effect of
utilizing such various characteristics in the mapping process
is demonstrated in the next section.
The complexity of the analysis depends upon the number
of operations to be performed for the criticality and correlation
calculations. For n actors, and ev and ef edges between views
and frames respectively, the complexity of VLA and FLA is
O(n × ev ) and O(n × ef ), respectively. Since the number of
edges between frames is higher in FLA than that of VLA (Fig.
3), FLA has slightly higher complexity.
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ALGORITHM 2: Architecture Analysis Algorithm
Input: 3D IC model, Multi-core architecture model
P G = (C, V ),total chip power P ∈ R, max. # of iterations
Itermax ∈ N, terminating condition δ ∈ R.
Output: Power ratios of cores (Rc for each core c, c ∈ C).
Initialize power ratio for each core as Rc = 1/Ncores ;
iter = 0, T empmax = 500;
repeat
T empprev max = T empmax ;
Generate power traces for all blocks of each core;
Simulate steady state temperature distribution.;
Find peak temperature in each core T emppeak,c ;
Find average T empavg and max. T empmax chip temperature ;
for each core c ∈ C do
d = (T emppeak,c − T empavg )/T empavg ;
if T emppeak,c > T empavg then
Rc = Rc ∗ (1.0 − (γ ∗ d))); //decrease power ratio
else
Rc = Rc ∗ (1.0 + (γ ∗ d))); //increase power ratio
end
end
Renormalize power ratios for each core Rc ;
iter + +;
until (T empprev max − T empmax ) ≥ δ AND iter ≤ Itermax ;

2) Architecture Analysis: The 3D architectures have been
analyzed to observe their thermal and power dissipation characteristics [23], [32], [35]. In 3D architecture, if the same
amount of power has to be dissipated by all the cores on
different layers, the cores close to heat sink will dissipate
faster than others and thus high temperature gradient and peak
temperature will be achieved. The architecture analysis approach presented in Algorithm 2 is used to extract the platform
thermal characteristics as the power distribution amongst the
cores such that peak temperature and temperature gradients are
minimized. The algorithm finds power ratios of cores based
on steady state temperature distribution resulting from earlier
power distribution. The power ratio of a core Rc is defined
as the ratio of power dissipated in the core c and total chip
power P . The approach decreases the power ratios of cores
having peak temperature greater than the average temperature
and vice-versa until temperature difference amongst cores is
reached to a very low value. The increment and decrement
is done in small steps by setting a low integer value of the
adaptation constant γ. In agreement to general observations
[23], [32], [35], the cores close to the heat sink get higher
power ratios. The power ratio of every core is passed as the
architecture characteristic to the mapping process.
The complexity of architecture analysis (Algorithm 2)
depends on steady state temperature simulation and number
of iterations. The simulation time depends on the spatial
resolution and the number of layers and it takes around 2
minutes on a 1.70GHz Intel i5 CPU for an IC with 3 layers
and resolution of 32×32. The algorithm usually converges in
5-10 iterations and thus the whole analysis takes up to 20
minutes.
B. Offline Mapping Computation
The steps followed by the proposed mapping algorithm are
described in Algorithm 3. The algorithm incorporates thermal
awareness to find an efficient final mapping by exploiting
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ALGORITHM 3: Thermal-aware Mapping Algorithm
Input: AG, P G, Γ, Characteristics of AG and P G.
Output: Final mapping F M .
Quality of previous mapping QP M = 0;
//Mapping Process
Find criticalities of actors ∈ AG by using AG characteristics;
Sort all actors ∈ AG in descending order of criticality;
for each sorted actor a ∈ AG do
Find cost of each core c ∈ P G by using AG & P G
characteristics, as cost(a, c) (see Eqn. 8);
Sort all cores ∈ P G in ascending order of cost;
for each sorted core c ∈ P G do
if actor a can be bound to core c then
Assign actor a to core c and incoming/outgoing edges
of a to connections to construct Mapping M ;
break;
end
end
end
Compute τ and quality of M as QM (by Eq. 4) ;
if τ < Γ then
if QM > QP M then
QP M = QM ;
Repeat the Mapping Process with updated power
distributions on cores based on M ;
else
F M = M ; break;
end
end

(thermal) characteristics of application and architecture, and
updated power distributions based on intermediate mapping.
First, the criticalities of all actors are computed and the actors
are sorted in descending order of their criticality. The criticality
of an actor cric[a] is calculated by exploiting application
characteristics extracted by VLA or FLA (described earlier)
as follows.
cric[a]V LA = k1 ∗ criticality[v] + k2 ∗ correlation[v][vconn ]
(6)
cric[a]F LA = k1 ∗ criticality[f ] + k2 ∗ correlation[f ][fconn ]
(7)
where v and f are respectively the view and frame containing
actor a. vconn and fconn are the connected view and frame
from v and f , respectively. It should be noted that either
cric[a]V LA or cric[a]F LA is used based on the employed
application analysis approach V LA or F LA.
Sorting of actors as described earlier helps to handle their
mapping systematically, for example, first actors from hot
views and then from correlated views by giving a higher value
to k1 than k2, and vice-versa. Then, by following the steps
in Algorithm 3, sorted actors are assigned one-by-one on the
cores that can support them and incur minimum assignment
cost computed as follows.
cost(a, c) = c1 ∗ LB(a, c) + c2 ∗ P CE(a, c) + c3 ∗ ACE(a, c)
(8)
where LB(a, c), P CE(a, c) and ACE(a, c) represent normalized processor load, cost for platform characteristic exploitation (PCE) and cost for application characteristic exploitation
(ACE) when actor a is bound to core c, and c1 , c2 and c3 are
the weights given to different optimization criterion.
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The ACE uses view or frame level characteristics exploited
from VLA/FLA, where average latency of all edges to/from
a is minimized by mapping connected actors close to each
other in order to exploit inter-view (frame) correlations. This
results in reduced communication overhead/energy. For view
and frame level exploitation, ACE is referred to as AVCE and
AFCE, respectively.
The PCE uses cost for the power ratio balancing of core
c (P RT B(a, c)) and cost for the power ratio balancing of
stack containing c (P RSB(a, c)), and is obtained by adding
both the costs. P RT B(a, c) is computed by dividing estimated
power ratio of core c (when assigning a to c) by power ratio
of c (Rc ) suggested by the architecture analysis. Similarly,
P RSB(a, c) is computed by dividing estimated power ratio
of stack s (containing c) when binding a to c by power ratio
of stack Rs that is computed by summing up power ratios of
all the cores in s. A core stack s consists of a set of cores
having the same horizontal position in different layers. Since
strong thermal correlation exists between vertically adjacent
cores [23] [14] [35], it might be beneficial to consider power
ratios of stacks (P RSB) to distinguish in the incurred costs
when deviations from original power distribution in the vertical
and horizontal directions are the same. This helps to achieve
better results from thermal perspective.
The mapping algorithm assigns all actors (∈ AG) to
cores (∈ P G) and connections to memories inside cores
or interconnect links. The mapping process repeats itself to
identify a better quality of throughput satisfying mapping by
considering updated power distributions on cores based on the
current mapping (Fig. 4). This iterative refinement process is
expected to lead to a high quality mapping. The quality of the
mapping, QM is computed by employing Equation 4, which
requires peak temperature and communication energy, and
computes the quality as the product of peak temperature and
communication energy. If the product value is low, then the
mapping is considered to have a good quality. This quality is
used to compare the mapping with previous evaluated mapping
(QP M ) in the iterative refinement process. The throughput, energy consumption and temperature estimations for a mapping
are done as follows.
The throughput computation is performed by employing
the technique of [44]. However, any throughput computation technique can be employed, which is orthogonal to our
focus. In [44], the throughput for a mapping is computed
by taking the resource allocations into account. First, staticorder schedule for each core is constructed that orders the
execution of bound actors. A list-scheduler is used to construct
the static-order schedules for all the cores at once. Then,
all the binding and scheduling decisions are modelled in a
graph called binding-aware SDFG. Finally, self-timed statespace exploration of the binding-aware SDFG is performed to
compute the throughput, which is the inverse of the long term
period, i.e., the average time needed for one iteration of the
application. In doing so, the mathematical model used in [44]
takes computation, communication, latency for data arrival and
jitter into account. This indicates that throughput depends on
the mapping. The dependency of throughput on the mapping
has also been well studied in [41].
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ALGORITHM 4: Online Video Processing
Input: Video Sequence, P G, Offline computed mappings.
Output: mapping to start online processing.
Select the mapping from offline computed mappings for the video
sequence;
Configure platform P G based on mapping;
Start video processing;

The energy consumption is computed by employing the
approach described in Section III-C. The temperature estimation flow is presented in Fig. 5. In order to get the
detailed temperature profile resulting from a mapping, first
the execution traces are generated. The execution trace of each
core represents its active and idle time intervals. For active and
idle intervals, the core is assumed to consume active and idle
powers, respectively. The power traces are used to simulate
the temperature with the modified HotSpot thermal simulator
(further details in the next section).
C. Online Video Processing
To perform on-line processing for a required video sequence, first, the actors of the application are loaded (configured) onto the platform resources based on the offline
computed final mapping for the video sequence and then real
processing starts. The online video processing for a video
sequence follows Algorithm 4. It selects the offline computed
mapping for the video sequence and the platform is configured
based on the same in order to start the video processing. For
a video sequence, the online mapping is performed once at
the application startup and has a small overhead (quantitative
description in next Section).
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
The proposed thermal-aware mapping methodology has
been implemented as an extension of the publicly available
SDF3 tool set [45]. As a benchmark to evaluate the quality of
the methodology, models of four evaluated video sequences
Ballroom, Vassar, Crowd and Kendo (recommended by joint
video team in multiview test conditions [11]) have been
considered.
Target 3D multi-core platforms contain different number of
cores, where active power of each core is set to 1.5W and idle
power is 10% of the active power [46]. The size of each core
is set to 2 mm × 2 mm, which is derived by extrapolating
the size of the core in 90-nm technology node. The heatsink
is connected (via a heat spreader) to the bottom layer and has
a thickness of 200µm and the other active (power dissipating)
layers are assumed to be thinned to 50µm for better heat
conductivity [14], [23]. Between two active layers, a 10µm
thin layer containing thermal interface material (TIM) is used.
For vertical communication, each TSV bundle contains 8×9
TSVs. In our considered core size (2×2 mm2 ), 1×1 mm2 is
allocated for the router and rest of the area for processor and
memory. The area allocated for router (1×1 mm2 ) is used to
place the 8×9 TVSs and is sufficient to accommodate them.
Some other important physical properties of the 3D IC model
are summarized in Table I.
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TABLE III: Interconnect Energy Computation parameters

TABLE I: 3D IC parameters
Value
90
2×2
10
20
2
1
200
50
10
14 × 14 × 10

Parameter
horizontal [pJ]
Ebit
vertical or E T SV [pJ]
Ebit
bit
router
Ebit

TABLE IV: Approaches considered for comparison
Approaches
Load Balanced mapping
Application (App.) Aware mapping
Platform (Plat.) Aware mapping
App. views & Plat. characteristics exploitation
App. frames & Plat. characteristics exploitation

TABLE II: Thermal simulation parameters
Value
150
1.75 · 106
4
4 · 106
300
3.5 · 106
3.0
400
3.55 · 106
32 × 32
10
300

Temperature is estimated by employing extended HotSpot
thermal simulation tool [42]. To estimate temperature resulting
from a mapping, an execution trace of 0.5s is generated. The
execution patterns are periodic with a period much shorter
than 0.5s, and thus longer simulations become obsolete. Power
traces for every block are derived from the execution trace and
the architecture specification. First, a steady state simulation is
performed to find a representative initial temperature distribution. Then, the transient simulation is performed. The HotSpot
thermal simulation parameters are listed in Table II.
In our 3D IC model, the interconnect energy consumption
is computed by employing Equation 2 as described in Section
III-C. Table III lists the parameters used to compute the
interconnect energy consumption. For consistency, all the
parameters are considered for the 90-nm process technology
node such that energy consumption can be computed accuhorizontal
rately. First, the horizontal link energy per bit, Ebit
,
is derived as in [14]. Then, the vertical link energy per bit,
vertical
T SV
Ebit
(Ebit
), is calculated by using the parameters from
router
ITRS [22]. For the same process technology node, Ebit
is
horizontal
T SV
approximately 70% of Ebit
, as indicated in [43]. Ebit
horizontal
is only 7.5% of Ebit
, providing substantial space for
communication energy optimization by exploiting the links in
the vertical direction.
We present results obtained from our approach and compare
them with relevant existing methodologies, as abbreviated in
Table IV. The LB approach try to balance load (power) on
the cores to achieve good thermal balance and is employed
by setting c1 = 1, c2 = 0 and c3 = 0 in Equation
8. The AA and PA mapping approaches exploit application
and platform characteristics, respectively. The AA approach
looks the communicating actors and tries to map them on
the same or neighboring cores, whereas PA approach tries to
map hot and cold actors on layers having high and low heat
dissipation capabilities, respectively. The resulting mapping

Abbreviation
LB
AA
PA
AVCE+PCE
AFCE+PCE

References
[23]
[47]
[35]
Proposed
Proposed

obtained by the PA approach is not further optimized, i.e.,
there is no iterative refinement to achieve a better quality
of mapping. Our approaches AVCE+PCE (or PCE+AVCE)
and AFCE+PCE (or PCE+AFCE) exploit respectively views
and frames related applications’ characteristics along with
the exploitation of architecture characteristics and are carried
out by setting appropriate constants (c1 = 0, c2 = 1 and
c3 = 1) in Equation 8. Further, our approaches perform
iterative refinement to optimize the mapping quality in terms
of peak temperature and energy consumption.
B. Results for Different Video Sequences
Fig. 6 shows interconnect power consumption and peak
temperature when employing different mapping approaches
to map the four considered video (application) sequences
on a 4×3×3 mesh architecture. The interconnect power is
estimated as the average communication energy per second.
A couple of observations can be made from Fig. 6. 1) AA
approach achieves low interconnect power consumption due
to mapping communicating actors close to each other, but
results in high peak temperature due to heat stacking in a
particular region. The interconnect power consumption by AA
and our approaches PCE+AVCE and PCE+AFCE are almost
the same. 2) PA approach results in lower peak temperature
compared to LB due to platform characteristics exploitation. 3) Our approaches PCE+AVCE and PCE+AFCE results
in low energy consumption and peak temperature as they
exploit both the application and architecture characteristics
and perform iterative refinement to achieve a better quality
of mapping leading to lower energy consumption and peak
temperature when compared to other approaches. Moreover,
the PCE+AVCE shows higher reduction in energy and peak
temperature when the application contains higher inter-view
Interconnect Power

AA

LB

PA

PCE+AVCE

PCE+AFCE

Peak Temperature

AA

LB

PA

PCE+AVCE

PCE+AFCE

Interconnect Power (mW)

Parameter
Silicon thermal conductance [W/(m · K)]
Silicon specific heat [J/(m3 · K)]
TIM thermal conductance [W/(m · K)]
TIM specific heat [J/(m3 · K)]
TSV thermal conductance [W/(m · K)]
TSV specific heat [J/(m3 · K)]
Convection resistance to ambient [K/W ]
Heatsink thermal conductance [W/(m · K)]
Heatsink specific heat [J/(m3 · K)]
HotSpot grid resolution
Temporal resolution [µs]
Ambient temperature [K]

Value
0.127
9.56× 10−3
horizontal
70% of Ebit

12

345

10

340

8

335

6

330

4

325

2

320

0

315
Ballroom

Vassar

Crowd

Peak Temperature (K)

Parameter
Technology node [nano m]
Each core size [mm × mm]
TSV diameter [µm]
TSV pitch [µm]
Horizontal hop delay [time-units]
Vertical hop delay [time-units]
Bottom layer thickness [µm]
Non-bottom layer thickness [µm]
TIM layer thickness [µm]
Heatsink side/thickness [mm]
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Kendo

Fig. 6: Interconnect power and peak temperature for different
applications.
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PCE+AVCE

PCE+AFCE
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Fig. 7: Interconnect power and peak temperature for different
platforms.
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Fig. 8: Utilization with varying platform sizes.
correlations, whereas in case of higher inter-frame correlation
PCE+AFCE performs better. On an average, our methodology
PCE+AFCE reduces interconnect power consumption by 76%
and average peak temperature by 4◦ C when compared to PA
that provides good results for both power consumption and
peak temperature. The reduction in peak temperature is not
significant as PA already tries to achieve low peak temperature
by exploiting architecture characteristics.
We have measured computation energy as well in order
to observe its contribution to the total energy consumption.
For the considered video sequences, on an average, the ratio
of computation and total energy consumption indicates that
the computation energy contributes 74% to the total energy
consumption and thus the communication energy contribution
is 26%. However, since computation energy by all the approaches remains the same due to computations performed in
the homogeneous cores, communication energy optimization
is the primary focus of our proposed approach. Computation
energy can be optimized by employing the dynamic voltage
and frequency scaling (DVFS) on cores [48], but DVFS is not
our focus and orthogonal to our approach. Considering above
contributions, our methodology PCE+AFCE reduces total
energy consumption by approximately 6.3% when compared
to PA.
C. Results at Varying Platform Sizes
We analyzed the effect of considering various platforms
for the applications on the reduction in energy consumption and peak temperature. Fig. 7 shows interconnect power
consumption and peak temperature at various platforms for
“Vassar” video when different approaches are employed. The
shown values are normalized with respect to LB that leads to
worst interconnect power consumption. However, LB provides
lower peak temperature than AA. It can be observed that our
approaches PCE+AVCE and PCE+AFCE outperform other
approaches if both interconnect power and peak temperature

2.50

Power

Temperature
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326.50
326.00

2.00

325.50
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325.00

1.00

324.50
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Peak Temperature (K)
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Peak Temperature (w.r.t. LB)

LB

Interconnect Power (w.r.t. LB)

Interconnect Power

Interconnect Power (mW)
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1AFCE 2AFCE 3AFCE 4AFCE

Fig. 9: Effect of correlation exploitation and Energy consumption and peak temperature.
need to be optimized for different platforms. Therefore, for any
chosen platform that might be required to perform computations, our approach can be employed to achieve good results
in terms of interconnect power and peak temperature.
Fig. 8 shows platform utilization in terms of percentage
usage of available number of cores for varying platforms.
It can be observed that LB shows utilization of maximum
number of cores. The utilization is 100% up to the platform
size 4×3×3. For higher size platforms, LB uses a maximum of
36 cores as the number of actors in the 3D video application
and thus utilization decreases. AA shows minimum utilization
in most of the cases as it tries to use minimum number of cores
by placing communicating actors on the same or neighboring
cores. The platform utilization by other approaches that exploit
platform characteristics is lower than LB as they try to use
cores on layers close to the heat sink (cool layers) and in turn
cores of hot layers are avoided to be used. However, LB leads
to high interconnect power and peak temperature as described
earlier.
D. Energy-Temperature Trade-off Analysis
The energy-temperature trade-off points are obtained by
exploiting varying amount of correlation between views or
frames. The amount of correlation increases by giving high
weight to ACE (AVCE or AFCE) in Equation 8. Fig. 9 shows
the effect of correlation exploitation available at view (AVCE)
and frame (AFCE) levels for mapping Ballroom video on
3x2x3 platform. For higher correlation exploitation, the weight
given to ACE in Equation 8 is increased. For example, weight
c3 is varied from 1 to 4 when employing AVCE and AFCE,
as shown on the horizontal axis. A couple of observations can
be made from the figure. 1) Energy savings increase with the
amount of correlation exploitation for both view/frame levels.
2) Peak temperature first decreases and then increases in both
the cases. The decreasing trend is obtained as a better thermal
balanced mapping is being found by exploiting the application
characteristics. An increase in temperature takes place as
higher correlation exploitation tries to map communication
tasks on the same core or stack, which results in non-uniform
heat dissipation and thus higher temperature.
E. Performance Improvement Over 2D Architectures
The proposed approach can be applied to various 2D multicore architectures and obtained results can be compared with
respect to the 3D architectures containing the same number of
cores. Fig. 10 shows performance (throughput) improvement
for different video sequences by 3D architectures over 2D

Crowd

Kendo

2x2x3
over 4x3

3x2x3
over 6x3

3x3x3
over 9x3

4x3x3
over 6x6

4x4x3
over 8x6

Fig. 10: Performance improvement by 3D over 2D architecture.
architectures when our approach PCE+AVCE is employed.
For fair comparisons, the number of cores in both the 2D
and 3D architectures are kept the same. The improvements
are obtained mainly due to the use of vertical links available
in 3D architectures. Vertical links implemented using TSVs
have shorter length than horizontal links and thus they provide reduced interconnect distance between vertical adjacent
cores. This often leads to faster and more energy efficient
communication compared to horizontal links. Further, in 3D
architecture, we have more neighbors and hence fewer hops for
overall communication leading to lower latency and in many
cases higher throughput. The faster communication leads to
low communication time, resulting in reduced overall application execution time. Thus, improvements in the applications
throughput are achieved.
It can be observed that first performance improvement
increases with number of cores due to better usage of cores and
then becomes consistent as the number of used cores remains
constant. On average, 70% improvement in throughput is
obtained compared to a 2D SoC.
F. Generalization: Results for Streaming Multimedia Applications
Fig. 11 shows interconnect power consumption and peak
temperature when employing different mapping approaches
to map streaming multimedia applications containing different
number of actors on a 2×2×3 mesh architecture. For applying
our approach to streaming multimedia applications, criticality
of actors and correlation between them are exploited as application characteristics and platform characteristics are exploited
as earlier. A couple of observations can be made from Fig.
11. First, the interconnect power and peak temperature are
quite less when compared to 3D video sequences (Fig. 6) that
have complex structure with 36 actors. Second, interconnect
power and peak temperature increases with the application size
(number of actors) as processing overhead in the network and
cores increases. It can be seen that our approach PCE+ACE
provides good results to optimize for both interconnect power
and peak temperature when compared to other approaches for
streaming multimedia applications as well.
For the considered multimedia appliations, on an average,
the computation energy contributes 72% to the total energy
consumption, leaving 28% contribution as the communication
energy.
G. Offline overhead
The offline overhead depends on time to find a mapping,
its thermal simulation and number of iterations to identify
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Fig. 11: Interconnect power and peak temperature for different
streaming multimedia applications.
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Fig. 12: Quality of mappings by our approach and exhaustive
exploration.
the best mapping in terms of peak temperature and energy
consumption. The time to find a mapping is quite small and
is in the order of a few milliseconds. The thermal simulation
overhead is high and depends upon the spatial grid resolution
and the number of layers in the 3D multi-core architecture.
Usually, it takes several minutes to find the best mapping due
to iterative exploration, where each iteration takes around 2
minutes on a 1.70GHz Intel i5 CPU (single threaded) when a
grid resolution of 32×32 and 3 layers in the multi-core architecture are considered. The proposed methodology converges
in 3-8 iterations for different applications and architectures.
This results in a total offline overhead of up to 16 minutes.
H. Online overhead
The on-line processing for a video sequence starts after
the actors of the video application are configured on the
platform resources. This configuration is performed once at
the application startup for a given video sequence and has a
small overhead. For example, PCE+AFCE approach takes a
configuration time of 18 milliseconds to configure Ballroom
video sequence on a 3×3×3 architecture. For other approaches
and architectures, the overheads are of similar orders.
I. Deviation from optimal mapping
To find the optimal mapping, an exhaustive exploration (EE)
approach (e.g., [49]) has been employed, which evaluates all
the possible mappings (actors to cores allocations) to select the
best (optimal) quality mapping for temperature and energy.
In order to restrict the evaluation for an application within
few hours, small size synthetic and real-life applications are
considered to be mapped on a small size 2×2×2 architecture.
Fig. 12 shows the quality of the mappings for 20 synthetic
applications (containing 4 to 7 actors) and 4 streaming multimedia applications (1: H.263 Decoder, 2: H.263 Encoder, 3:
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JPEG Decoder, 4: Sample Rate Converter) by our approach
PCE+ACE w.r.t. the optimal mappings achieved by EE. It has
been observed that loss in quality of mappings by our approach
is more when the number of actors increases. As can be seen
from Fig. 12, our approach provides optimal mapping for some
of applications. For the remaining applications, the quality is
comparable to EE and maximum deviation is less than 9%.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We present a novel methodology to map 3D video processing on 3D multi-core platforms. We show that the methodology exploits application and platform characteristics towards
achieving energy savings and reduction in peak temperature
while satisfying the throughput requirement of the application.
The experimental results indicate that our approach can be
employed to variety of platforms to achieve high quality
results. In future, we plan to consider heterogeneous cores
to be integrated in the 3D multi-core to explore further opportunities for energy savings and peak temperature reduction.
Additionally, we plan to consider complex 3D multi-core
systems containing huge amount of cores and mapping of
multiple applications on them at the same time.
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